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have been promoted to full
professors.
Karl Kurth, formerly asso-
ciate- professor of physical edu-
cation, Dr. Gustave W. An-
drian, formerly associate pro-
fessor of modern languages




of 985 undergraduates signed
p2edges affirming their atten-
dance at nine Sunday services
this semester, Dean Lacy said
today.
He noted that students are
on their honor to attend the
required numBer of sabbath
services at Trinity or else-
where. Those who do not at-
tend are expected to leave the
pledge unsigned. The new
chapel attendance ruling was
initialed in September.
Requirement Relaxed
The requirement for chapel
attendance has been consider-
ably relaxed in the past few
years, and "sectarianism" has
been fully abolished, he said.
- Commenting on this year's
plan, Chaplain Thomas stated
that he is glad to have aban-
doned the old requirements for
attending services here only.
He is elated by the increase in
weekday chapel attendance this
year, asserting that it has
"pratically doubled" since last
• year, the first year that stu-
dents have not been required
to appear at a certain number
of weekday services.
The present plan, said Dean
Lacy, is an example t>f the
liberal outlook that character-
izes the college and therefore
is "theoretically and practical-
ly better."
The college's attempt to
loosen the fetters was an ef-
fort to "foster and encourage
studentv responsibility" and to
place the burden upon the con-
science of the individual.
y associate professor of his-
tory,-iwere* elevated to full pro-
fesors in their departments.
Karl Kurth, a graduate of
Springfield College, where he
received his BS in 1942 and
his MED in 1947, has been at
Trinity since 1952. He is assist-
ant director of athletics, line
coach of the varsity football
team, director of intramural
athletics and track coach.
Navy Stint
His history includes a Navy
stint during World War 11,
when he commanded an anti-
submarine vessel in the later
years of, the war and service
under American International
Educational Service in Libya,
Ethiopa and Sudan.
Dr. Gustave Andrian has
been at Trinity since 1946. He
received his BA from this col-
lege in 1940 and was awarded
his PhD at the Universitv of
Maryland in 1946. He publish-
ed a book on 17th century
French drama and is a mem-
ber of tlie American Asociation
of University Professors.
Dr. Eugene Davis, professor
of history, has, been at the col-
lege since 1948, the same year
that he was awarded his PhD
from the University of North
Carolina. He attained his BA
from the University of Texas
and his MA from Harvard
University.
Served Under MacArthur
During the World War he
served under Gen. MacArthur
in Manila and Tokyo. He is pres-
ently president of the local
chapter of the American Asso-
ciation of University Profes-
sors and a member and1 former
president and secretary of the
American Institute of Archae-
ology in this area.
STUDENT INSURANCE
FEB". 13—Dean Lacy an-
nounced today that hospitaliza-
tion insurance does not cover
sickness calls at the hospital
emergency roonis, except when
there is a need for immediate^
hospital admission. Students
are- personally obligated to
meet charges incurred by such
Jesters To Perform 'Endagme,' 'Chairs;9
Initial Showing In Area
The Trinity Jesters will pre-
sent two contemporary one-act
plays, Samuel Beckett's End- j '*
and Eugene Ionesco's
The Chairs, in the" Washington
Room of Mather Hall, Feb. 24
and 25 at 8:15 p.m.
Since both plays are new to
the Hartftfrd area, George
Nichols, director of the produc-
tions, hopes for a large turn-
out for what he calls "drama
b y the most controversial
playwrights in today's the-
atre."
In comparing these avant-
garde works to modern music
and abstract paintings, Mr.
Nichols has said that, super-
ficially, they.may be "easily
dismised as hoaxes, as preten-
tious impositions upon a gulli-
ble public." But, on the other
hand, he mentions their "ima-.
ginative flights of lyric fancy"
and their concern with "the
infinite realm of Man's univer-
sal experience."
Endgame deals basically with
an endless game b e t w e e n
man and his gods. As the
game continues, each genera-
tion of man and gods becomes
worn-out and- is relegated to
living in ashcans, there to be
abused by the newly develop-
ing generation.
The Chains is concerned more
with man's understanding of
the meaning of life. Dying hap-
pily in the belief that he has
learned some new truth to
leave , for posterity, man has
in reality left only absurd in-
comprehensibilities.
Both writers enjoy only lim-
ited audiences, although Beck-
ett gained some renown for his
Wailing:-For Godet, and to a
lesser extent for Krapp's I«ast
Tape, while Ionesco's "Rhin-
oceros" is currently playing on
Broadway. However, each is
exerting an increasing influ-
nnce- on other contemporary
authors.. William Saroyan ad-
mires both men, and he has
said of Ionesco's plays "(they)





•• By GEORGE WILL ]He added, however, that it
FEB. 14—The Committee of expected that this clause would
100 tonight advocated modifi-jbe, in effect, a "formality"'and
cations to the enforcement ma- the Dean would comply with
chinery of the proposed Honor
Code.
Discussion was
the findings and recommeiMla*
tions of the Council.
devoted' -to Need Appeals Court
the second page of the Code,! Anthony Rodgers p o i n t e d
including provisions for trial 'out that the plan does riot ape-
functions of the Honor Council, [cifically provide for '•«: KigTTer
Code stipulations were" read, de-
bated and referred back to the
'court of appeal" to which' a
convicted student can refer his
Steering Committee. Resulting case-
will be announced Tripod Editor Peter. Kilborfl;
Feb 28 when the Committee of j urged the Steering Committed
100 will be asked to approve j to specify that the Senate have
submitting the Code to a stu- j appellate jurisdiction over the
dent body referendum. | Honor Council. The Senate
Controversy developed over Presently has such jurisdiction
the clause establishing "an Hon- o v e r regular Medusa cases.
or Council consisting of the
Medusa who shall deal with all
Senator Gordon Ramsey, re-
calling the Senate-Medusa trjal
JESTERS DIRECTOR George Nichols
watches Amelia Silvestri and Peter Fish re-
hearse their performance as the old couple
in Eugene Ionesco's The Chairs.
(Photo by Bloomstein)
ize French as their medium of
expression. They feel that
French offers them the best
possibilities for personal com-
munication. Only after the
plays are completed and ready
for production, are they trans-
lated into other languages.
The cast for the Beckett
wor-k "includes Steven Cool as
Clov, Richard Stowell as
Hamm, Henry Bashwiner as
Nagg, and Mrs. Holly Stepen-
Letter To Editor
Advice Lauded
FEB. 13—Sen. Frank Morse, showing of the finals of thecommenting tonight on Jona-
than Tiefenbrun's letter to ,the
editor in Feb. 13's Tripod, said
that the writer's suggestions
were "pretty well based" and
expressed hope that the Senate




writes in his native language.
Beckett, an Irishman, and Io-
fort has Amelia Silvestri and
Peter Fish as the Old Couple
and Conrad van der Schroeff
as the Orator
exception of
eTa "Mhlited number of advance
reservations, must be pur-
chased at the door. Student
price is 50 cents with identi-
fication cards. Cost fer the
nesco, a Rumanian, both util- general public is $1.50.
Likely Presidents Queried
By BAN COTTA
The Tripod Jias gone to Sen-
ators Baird Morgan, Art Mc-
TvfUlty, Doug Anderson, Jack
Baker, and Frank Sears to
find out their* stands on the
much discussed inactivity of
the present Senate and to ask
them what direction the new
Senate should take. These
five juniors, who should in all
probability be re-elected, will
be in position of leadership in
the Senate. One of them as-
suredly will be the new Sen-
ate president.
"We've got to have an ag-
gressive Senate that's willing
to go out and do some work
and not sit on its tail," said
Sen. Baird Morgan.
As indicative of the Senate's
present inactivity, Morgan cit-
ed the National Senate Asso- well as the student body to
ciation. "We're not getting a
thing out of the NSA because
we're not putting a thing into
it. We should stay in as long
as we've decided to stay in-
and do a job. I'm a conserva-
tive myself yet I feel that
there definitely are things
which can be of value to Trin-
ity on the national level."
Interaction
Morgan ieels that there is
"no interaction between ad-
ministration, faculty and stu-
dent body." To correct this
he suggested having Senate
members sit in on such things
as faculty meetings to discuss
curriculum changes. "The
present curriculum changes
were presented with a splash."
Advisors from the faculty as
'aid the President was another
of his suggestions. Much stu-
dent talent is being wasted by
lack of participation, Morgan
believes. He feels that more
active campaigning might be
an effective way jof bringing
forth some of the talend, "al-
though campaigning is frown-
ed upon in a closed commun-
ity where everyone knows
each other."
More Liberal
Sen. Art McNulty summed
up the Senaje question- by
saying, "The Senate must
lose conservatism a n d be-
come much more liberal with-
out becoming radical.',''
McNulty stressed that the
Senate make use of the NSA.
"We must go outside of the
Bobby Kaye, Jo Ann Campbell Hired
To Entertain At March 3 Prom
, Bobby Kaye's orchestra and
singer Jo Ann Campbell will
highlight this year's Junior
Prom. The affair, will be
held in the Washington Room
of Mather Hall Friday, March
3, from 9 p.m. to 1 a,m. The
purchase <priee for tickets is
6.50, with no additional cork-
age fee for $et-ups.
The Kaye Orchestra appear-
ed at Trinity in December at
the ROTC Military Ball. They
have also played to a Trinity
audience' before at the Hart-
ford Armory at last May's
Senior Ball.
Signed By ABC-Paramount
Miss Campbell, a 21-year-old
native of Jacksonville, Fla., is
one of the. year's big record-,
ing stars. She got her boost in
show busines after her Brook-
1 y n Paramount appearance
with Alan Freed's Big Show
in 1959. After she recorded
"Wait A Minute," which be-
came a best seller, she was
signed by ABC-Paramount, and
campus to issues which pertain
to the campus. The Senate
should reflect Trinity opinions
not only on campus issues but
on national affairs." As glow-
ing examples of where the
Senate has failed ' to commit
itself, MeNurh' mentioned the
Disclaimed -Aifadivit ajid the
Peace Corps.
The quality of the present
Senate is another thing that
concerns McNulty, for he be-
lieves there are too many
"nice guys." He feels that it
you blame the inactiveness of
the Senate upon the senators,
this shows that they have not
.been thoughtfully elected. Mc-
Nulty pointed out the signifi-
cant role the Tripod can play
by informing students of tlie
candidate's ability.
"The Senate lacks' commun-
ication between the men at
the top, the committee heaas
and the senators," asserted
Sen. Doug Anderson.
Anderson feels that Senate
President MacMillian has too
Galley 3—Presidents Queried
much, power and would like to
see "more work distributed
among senators." Unlike Mac-
Millian whom he says believes
that a person will do a thing
if only told once, Anderson be-
lieves that senators "need to
be kept after." ' ,
He feels tltat the Senate
shouldn't spend as much time
as it does on national issues.
"The NSA shouldn't come up
in every single meeting." "Let
the State Representatives and ;
U.S. Senators handle that j
stuff."
week.
The advice of present sen-
able to newly-elected mem-
bers, Morse declared.
With, election approaching,
the Senate devotfed the re-
mainder of the meeting to-
clearing up assorted matters
brought to its attention.
Movie Sponsored
Sen. Mclntosh Wiener sug-
gested the Senate sponsor a
European Soccer Cup. The
proDOsal iwag unanimously ap-
proved and the movie sched-
uled for Feb. 21.
Harvev Thomas requested a
Senate appropriation of ?90 to
the Philosophy Club for two
speakers. Since the club had
definitely planned only the
ators would be extremely valu- first meeting, the Senators
5voted §45.
Sen. George Lynch presented
the amended, constitution of
the Jesters f o r approval.
Changes in the organization's
by-laws were noted and unani-
muosly approved.
the 1960-61 Senate Will hold
its concluding- meeting Mon-
day, Feb. 20.
cases involving violations of °* two years ago, said that Al-
though I enjoy them very.
much", such . trials should be
Wiener-Moves
The question of recommendfa-
tions for leniency provoked;*
motion from Senator Mac Wie-
ner that all provisions for len-
ient recommendations be de-
leted from the Code. .
Wiener pointed out that an
unanimous vote was required
to convict a person. He asked,
"if an unanimous decision has
been reached1, how can there be
a middle ground?" ' :
'Straw votes' were taken of
the Committee of 100-concern-
ing each point of contention
but the plan can only be modi-
fied by the Steering Commit-
tee. , ...„. - ;:
Last Tuesday, in the first of
this series of three final'meet-
ings, the front page of the Code
was debated. A simple majority-
vote by the Committee of 100
endorsing the final form of the
Code Will be'sufficrent to send'
the measure before -the student




In a last ditch attempt tit
push the Campus Chest driv«
closer to its goal, the booki.
sstore is selling more than $100
worth of merchandise-through
sealed bids. : - ;.
According to bookstore man-
ager J. Penn Hargrove, 11
companies have donated tn»
supplies for the benefit of th*
Campus Chest. Bids for th«




Senator Peter Lue sought to: avoided,
compose the Honor Council of
the Medusa and five seniors
elected from 10 students nomi-
nated1 by the faculty and the
Dean of Students. Lue main-
tained students would njore
readily accept discipline from
those they had elected.
Richard SchnadSg, co-chair-
man of the Steering Committee,
defended placing sole authority
in the Medusa. He stressed that
"election does not always get
the best men" but that tlie Me-
dusa is generally composed of
those- who' have held! elective
offices.
Senate President Roger Mc-
Millan explained that the honor
system defeated' two years ago
included an elected enforcement
body composed1 of three seniors,
two juniors and a sophomore.
The Steering Committee, he
said, feels this is too much re-





the Senate is "at a low ebb as
the student body feels." "The
Tripod has done its job ot
GERMAN AUTHOR Dr Klaus Mehnert will speak here
Thursday on "Moscow and Peking." He is .the author of
German best sellers Asia, Moscow and We and Soviet Man
and His World.
Moscow, Peking Talk
Slated Here Feb. 23
An author, journalist and! in 1946, he became director of
teacher who has distinguished the German Association for the
himself as an authority and Study of Eastern Europe, edi-
commentator on the world tor of four magazines dealing
scene will continue the Lecture wi th Eastern Europe and So-
Series with an 8:15 p.m. talk viet affairs, co-editor of the
Thursday in the Chemistry largest political weekly in
Auditorium. - Germany (Christ und Welt)
Dr. Klaus Mehnert will speak I a * d . t o r 1(> > ' « « was a world
on "Moscow and Peking." ! j affairs radio commentator in
TT ,_ . „ •- '. South Germany
He was born in Moscow m
. The extent of the Honor
Council's authority \yas.defined
in the discussion of the clause
placing responsibility for dis-
cipline. • I
The clause reads: "In cast* of!
conviction the penalty shall be.)
recommendation to-the Dean of
Students for the separation
from the College of the man
or men convicted1." • ,
MacMillan explained tha t ab-
solute disciplinary power could




FEB. 13—A motion to allow
second semester sophomores to
become fraternity social mem-
bers was proposed i at the IFC
meeting tonight by James
Platts, Delta Phi: The IFC de-
feated a similar motion last
yeasr. .
By Article" IV of the Consti-
tution social members are de-
' Bned as "men who pay for
! I heir meals, social functions, or
both at a specific fraternity."
j They are governed by the IFC
, rules which pertain to frater-
nity men. Only juniors and sen-
iors are presently, allowed to be
social, members. '
The proposed change would
include second1 semester sopho-
mores as those eligible for so-
cial membership under the
same conditions.
To be approved the proposal
will require unanimous vote.
The IFC also considered to-
night a request from Dean
Lacy to cease snowballing cars
traveling on yernon Street be-
cause of the accident danger.
Dean Lacy's car has been a
1906 of German parents. His
family returned to Germany at
the outbreak of World War I.
K CAMPBELL, a 21-year-old vocalist who with
will entertain at the Junior Prom March 3.
is presently under contract
with that company.
William Polk, Junior Class
president, added thit the or-
ganization with the greatest
percentage of members buying
tickets will have the privilege
of entertaining Miss Campbell
during the early evening hours. -(Continued on Page o)
pointing this out—The Tripoli He attended school in Stuttgart
has set the- spark—we've got j- and studied at the Universities
to get in there and do some- of Tuebigen, Munich, Berlin
Uiing." and California. He received his:
"The Senate should be re- i Ph.D. in modern history from
cognized as the top body _oa! the University of Berlin.-.
campus,"- Baker said. He I
stressed the necessity, of cut-
ting down on the' number of
absences which are presently
plaguing the Senate as an es-
sential step in elevating the
Senate. "The Senate must De
first in the mind o.f the Sena-
tor. Not just one persqp must
Foreign Correspondent
Before World War II, Dr.
Mehnert left Germany and
spent Iwo years as a foreign
correspondent in Russia, - five
years as a teacher in the
United States and five years
as a teacher and writer in Chi-
na. : .
Dr. Mehnert is; the author of
German bestsellers Asia, Mos-
cow and We and Soviet Man
And His World.
Visit to Russia
In March, 1959, the speaker
revisited the Soviet Union and
lectured upon his i-eturn in Par-
Saturday noon and must: be
paid for by Wednesday, March
1. High bidders for eaeh item
will be posted on the'bookstore
window.
Among the companies giving
merchandise are the - W. C.
Bunting Co. which donated a
$3 beer: mug; the National
Notebook Co., a $10 attache
case; tlie Keuffel fe-Esser Co.,
a lettering set worth $25; Ver-
non Co., two $2 telephone:ad-
dress books; the. Luxo Lamp.
Co., an $ia desk lamp; the Go- '
moy Pipe Co.,, a $25 matched
set of briar pipes. -
In addition, three $5 hurrP
cane lamps were donated, bj/
the West Virginia Glass Co.;
The Sheaffer Pen Co. gave *
Lady Sheaffer pen worth $10;
Art Gravure Studio, a $2 box
of stationary; Eaton Paper Co.,
two $2. boxes of stationary;
and a $5 pencil sharpener was
donated by the Dixon Pencil
Co.
favorite target this winter- for
every strong-armed fraternity
along Vernon Street.
All bids for the merchandise,
Mr. Hargrove said, must be
sealed, and should include"the
student's name, box number-,
item, and bid. In case of tifes,
first come—first served.
Roll Galled In Senate;
Line Bucking Discussed
(The Senate could, despite all our recent comments, b«
worse, relatively. So could the Tripod, relatively. The follow-
ing was taken from the Cumberland Echo, student newspaper
of Cumberland College, WiUlamsbxirg, Ky.) -, , ," •
The legislative branch of the Student Council of Cumber*
is at the NATO Defense Col- land College met December 14, 1960, in Roburn parlor," Th*
lege and in London and • Ox-
ford. In June he participated
roll was called1.
There was a suggestion made that something be doni
in a conference on Sovlet-Asi- about people bucking the line in the dining hall and mail room.
an problems in Los Angeles. The Town and Commuting representative asked for im>
During his trip to the United i P l w e m e n t s of the parking lot. -If it is paved the Town attd
Commuting students will help pay for it - - = - 'Dr. Mehnert hopes to
g
Commuting students will help pay for it-
Upon his return to Germany,,':-he says.
hope to learn as much or more
than I may /be ablfê  to teach/'
r first for the second semester.
The chairman thanked the members for helping. to decpr
rate for Christmas. - • ' :
v The meeting was adjourned.
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Something. To "* Lose
That professors should be required to peer over
our shoulders as we take examinations is an out-
rageous denial of the honor to which most of us ad-
here. That they should have to chase us into the men's
room during exams, or allow only one of us out of
the room at a time for a cigarette, or cast a warning
gaze when we rest our eyes for a moment on the
ceiling is no less insulting.
We would take it for_ granted, therefore, that
students would appreciate nothing more than an honor
system at Trinity. We would take it for granted that
students would appreciate being accepted as honest,
mature men.
Only those with something to lose, we assume,
would oppose such a program. Only he who fears
expulsion because another student might witness him
cheating or because a professor~had just happened
to have read the obscure pamphlet he plagiarized for
a term paper. Opposition also could conceivably come
from those who selfishly see their class standing
threatened because cheating by others might become
easier, or from those who value their dishonest friends
so highly that they couldn't stoop to "squeal," or from
'those too ignorant to realize the benefits of an honor
system. •
But what is, it appears, is not what we would
like to take for granted. The opposition we mention
actually does exist—apposition formidable enough to
quelch the slightest hope that a majority of the stu-
dents will vote for an honor system's adoption next
month.
Hostility against specific facets of the program
being studied by the Committee of 100 might be jus-
tifiable, but the hostility we sense opposes any honor
system.
The Steering Committee of the Committee of
100, headed by Charles Mixter and Richard Schnadig,
has done a commendable job in getting the honor sys-
tem before the College, but it doesn't have a chance
against the flagrant cowardliness, immaturity, self-
ishness and ignorance of a sizable segment of the stu-
dent body. •




The Campus Chest Drive
should raise at least $10,000. I
base this statement on fund-
raising expev' • ce in many
..fields and for many different
types of institutions. j
Does the failure of Trinity:
students to approach this goal
mean that trie spirit of giving,
and of fellowship is not as highi
at Trinity as at some other col-
leges? Not at all! Trinity un-
dergraduates, like Trinity grad-
uates, are exceptionally gener-
ous. \ •
Where then is the problem?
It lies in poor timing, inade-
quate organization and ineffec-
tive communication with regard
to goals. As a result, "gim-
micks" • h^ve been substituted1
for goals of great significance.
I should like to make the fol-
lowing suggestions:
1) That there be a separate
Campus Chest organiza-
tion with a Board of Di-
rectors composed of ten
students and five faculty-
administrative members;
2) That the ten student mem-
bers include the four class
committee; •
3) That the faculty-adminis-
tration representatives be
selected by the ten stii-
dent directors; *.
4) That the Chairman of the
xAisie Say'
by BILL KIRT2
ANCIENT INDIAN representation of Queen Sudarshana,
whose allegorical search for her king is running indefinitely
at New York's Jan Hus, 74th St. • •
East Meets West On 74th St.
FEB. 14—The most moving, men and women seem all the
vital drama now in New York
is a striking testimony to the
genius of its author and the re-
sourcefulness of; a tiny neigh-
borhood theatre.
There is no logical reason
more human because of them,
We can, .it seems, identify our-
selves more closely with types
such as the romantic, impish
-queen; the inflexible, haughty
king; the visionary men on the
why The King of the Bark | street, than with particular per-
Chamber, written 50 years ..ago j sons. For these figures are
by an Indian poet, should pro-
vide such a charming and pow-
erful evening. Everyone knows
that Indian drama is sated with
religion, and1 too unrealistic j
for Western tastes.
made realistic because of Ta-
gore's blend of humor and seri-
ous statement. Name one con-
temporary playwright who does
this. The last who could com-
f bine naturally folk humor ana
Everyone, that is, except the [striking dramatic truths, was
group which is sponsoring the]an Elizabethan: Shakespeare:
The Indian playwright's simi-
larity to the Bard in his inter-
first professional American per-
formance of a work by Nobel
given New Yerk a production
which calls our entire concept
of unrealistic theatre into ques-
tion. '
Search' For God
The King of the Dark Cham-
ber is. an allegory: the search
for God is personified by a
queen's search for a true look
at-her king. But, neither taint-
ed1 by sentimentality nor in-
vested with preaching, it is as
exciting and solid a story as
the Old Testament contains.
The King- of the Dark Cham-
Packed Agenda
In Physics Dept.
The Physics. Department at of "Physics Notes." The first
Trinity is, busily engaged in
writing, doing fundamental: re-
search, and preparing for the
new Physics building.
Physics Text . '
Dr. Constant, head of the
Department, is wirting a text
book for non-science majors
about the nature, methods and
philosophy of physics. The
text, wihich he hopes to com-
plete within the next year,
will present the fundamental
laws of physics,
- Dr. Constant is writing the
text because he feels that it is
increasingly difficult for the
non-science major to under*
stand physics books which
"are getting bigger and bigger
because of the greater number
of facts." His text will try to
"communicate" to the arts
majors by illustrating every-
day applications of physics
and by stressing the compre-
hension of the material
Dr. Constant has previously-
written a two volume text lot
science majors called "Tiieo-
retical Physics," published by
Addison-Wesley. Addison-Wes*
ley will also publish his
book. '
Physics Notes
Dr. Kingabury, another busy
writer, is working on the last
volume of a four volume set.
three volumes of this work
are well known to Physics as-
pirants at Trinity.
One of the advantages of
Dr. Kingsbury's notes is that
they^ correlate what students
are learning in math courses
with the mathematics of Phys-
ics. ',
' After he finishes the last
volume of his work, Dr. Kings-
bury hopes to find a commer-
cial publisher.
Magnetism Kese-areh
Dr. Lindsay for tihe past
three years has been studying
magnetism with the aid of
•grants by the research corpo-
ration and the National Sci-
ence Foundation. He is presr
ently engaged in basic research
on the effects of field strength
upon anti-ferromganetie mate-
rials.,
One of the most difficult
problems, according to Dr
Lindsay, is that of tempera
ture control. Eventually In
hopes t0 be able to use liquic
helium to produce' very kre.
temperatures.
New Building
The Physics Department is
now deep in plans, soon to hi*
released for the new Physics
building. A day-time graduate
program is' among the things
being considered for the new
building.
'Ivy9 Colleges Note IM^|
In Applications Since?6|
Has the Tush ..to enter "the, to more effective c m a m l i n g ^
big three" colleges, Yale, Har-
vard and' Princeton—the rush
 g
the secondary school levet
"Secondary schools," he said.
highly publicized in thei"are exercising more careJa;
late 1950's—finally tapered
off?
According to the latest statis-
tics at. these institutions, all
three universities have observ-
ed a drop iii applications. This j
year, for Instance, at Prince-'
ton the number of applications
totaled 4,927 or 397 less than
last year.
The number seeking admis-
sion at Trinity this year, inci-
dentally,, is expected to be
"roughly the same" as last
selecting those students to ' ' - dp^H
ply to institutions like Prince^
ton. We had fewer cleariy non-ft
qualified applicants this yea*;;
than ever before. , L'
"Although the over-all BufflK
ber of applicants is down from-;,
last year, the number of quail*
fied applicants has risen appre-
ciably,'' Cohcen added. . .7
Not Ivy Caliber ?
. Another reason for the de«
crease in applications is tha
drop-off in multiple applies-^
year, according to W. Howie jtions to the Ivy League -COt
- - 'leges. Many potential appli-Muir, associate director of ad
missions. /
Scholastic Quality Increasing-
Dr. Robert F. Goheen, presi-
dent, of Princeton University,
noted that while the number of
applicants at some Ivy League
colleges have declined, their
scholastic quality was increas-
ing.
He attributed the decrease
cants apparently have been
made to realize that they sim-
ply were not Ivy League call*;
ber.
For most Ivy League col-
leges, 1960 was a record year
in terms of the number of ap-
plicants. Harvard last year had
a 15 per cent increase in appli-
cations over 1959.
Learning Like A 3-Lane
Highway Says Welby
Prizewinning Rabindranath T a - jection of humor can be dim-
gore Commemorating the cen-^ated by a couple of compari-
tenaiy of Tagore's birth, it Has sons-the cheery insouciance of,
-- -- - . . . . i Tagore s villagers makes us;
think of Elsinore's gravedig-
gers; the implicity riotous ego-
tism of the King recalls proud
Coriolanus and- the comic es-
sence underlying his tragedy.
To conclude this digression': Ta-
gore, like Shakespeare, takes
himself with a grain of salt. .
The characters of the Dark
Chamber d"ance when they feel
like it, "they complain to the
audience when they feel that
they have, been ill-treated; they
are not individuals, but their
i s ' a cruel god; he wilf be i ™
r s a l characteristics en-
g a S e o u r ^ " ^ t h yaccepted on faith alone. When
|Sudarsttana, his queen, flees
from his ugliness, he makes no
gaSe our
fro  his ugliness, he akes no
Board be a student, elected m o v e t o stop her. When she re-
•̂  j . "'"turns, of her own free will, he
receives her without surprise,
and without compassion.
Tagore's god" is a coquettish
by the Board1 from its
membership;
That the Directors have
three tasks:
a) To discuss and vote onjg o d , aS i s the'Old Testament's
a Campus Chest budg-jYahweh. "Our God must win!
ct on the basis of rec-
ommendations submit-
ted by the budget com-
mittee, the members of
which are appointed by
. the Directors;
b) To discuss and vote on
a campaign plan as
Tagore's Public Aspect
This "public" aspect of The
King- of the Dark Chamber con-
trasts with the essentially pri-
vate statement/of a Beckett or
ja Williams; we have a hard
By JOHN HENRY
Trinity is not only (hard to
get into, but hard to stay in.
That at least seem to be the
concensus of many -under-
graduates, and it would seem
to be born out by the high stu-
dent mortality rate of 25 to 30
per cent.
In an attempt to find an ex-
planation for this state of af-
fairs, the Tripod sought out
Charles William Welby, as-
sisstant professor of Geology, a
man reputed in some campus
circles to be a tougiher-thah-
average marker. On his latest
Geology1101 final exam, grades
ranged all the way down from
the upper 60's to the upper
30's, with a liberal sprinkling
in the 40's and 50's. Fortunate-
ly, these scores accounted for
only 25 per cent of the semes-
ter grade.
According to the professor,
one of the reasons for poor
student performance lies in
lack of motivation.
Three Lane
Says Welby, "Learning is like,
a three-lane highway with two-
lanes running in one direction
and one running the other way.
The first two lanes apply to
the student, the third to, the
professsor. Often learning can
only be a one way street with
only the professor doing the
traveling."
The geologist has found that
freshmen seem to ihave more
motivation than sophomores.
"The sophomore slump," lip
likes to point out, "to a large
extent is composed of people
that think they're worldly wise
but are not as wise as they
(flunk they are . . they start
looking for angles . . a lot of
Dr. Welby's other chief com-
plaint about, students is their
inability to understand and fol-
low instructions on tests.
Although he maintains an
open door policy to all his stu-
dents, they rarely make use of
his counsel until "they are in





FEB. 14—Teaching- in our.
secondary schools provides a
poor foundation for college
economics courses, Mr. Wal-
lace Campbell stated tonight
This was the problem dis-
cussed by the vice president of
the Fuller Brush Co., in the
first of a series of three lec-
tures sponsored by "the" Eeo-
nomies Club.
Speaking over WBTC-FM
from Wean Lounge, Campbell
traced the development of cap-
italism from feudal times to
the present. He concentrated
time recognizing ourselves irr! l i e S e p e O p l e - a r e 3 n t ? U e c t u a l l y
the latter playwrights, I sub-
mit.
His entrance" into our hearts,] Indian performers Bhaskar
Tagore has written, "He comes:and Surya Kumari are the most
as a guest, not a* Kin?, and, j outstanding; best among •Ame'r-
- " ' - - ican cttherefore, he has to wait .until
he is invited,"
The Common Man
ican actors are Bruce Glover
and Milton Luchan. The rest
t
are adequate; their t a l e n t s
Theatrical historians tell"us !: range f r o m good-amateur to
that, in every culture, the sub-l8®™-?™^5™*!.
presented, by the cam-j.ject ' matter" "of "drama" moves
paign chairman. (Thisj f r o m g o d s t 0 k i n g s t o c o m m o n
l uld include timjp an, wo tim-
ing, solfciting organiza-
tion, reports, etc.).
c") To disburse the funds
collected ancF'to make




The present set-up is too nar-




presicfents, the head of thejrowly based to be effective or
Chapel Cabinet, a repre-'to give all students the feeling
sentative of ..-the Senate, a; of satisfaction they should have
in participating in a campaign
with generally approved goals
of significance and worth. •
ALBERT E. HOLLAND
representative of the IFC,
the campaign chairman,
the campaign ' vice-chair-
man and the chairman of
a Campus Chest budget
men. Today's stage is distinctly ™J ™"J™. f f interesting,
engrossed1 with the common ^unessen t ia l to appreciation
man; Tagore's blend of tradi,- " I f 6 " e " 1 U s o f T a S ° r e . * man
tional Indian religious t h e m e s ™ as Norman Cousins says,
of gods and kings and ^ S I X M ? ^ t o Ruminate our
Western stress on the ordinary!
character combines the bestj '
features of both.
B,y_ using types, not real
dividual characters; by arbitrar-
ily interjecting rural, or folk,
humor to break tension; by re-
fusing to utilize quite dramatic
events I such as a raging fire)
to heighten the spectator's emo-i
tions, Tagore gives us no eso-t Feb. 9 — The Smith Collegi




THE FA5C(NATiNiS THINS ABOUT
PEBBLE515 TMSR 6OT0TH, FOR
'SOME 6R0B1 UP TO BE 5T0NES W I L E
OTHERS GROW UP TO" 3E ROCKS...
a n e w
Faculty has approved a l i cvv
calendar allowing a three-week
between semesters will
the pre-exam
</C0 SMALL HOPE. OF COURSE,
ffTiT6ft(W!SUPT0BEA
$Si,m A PEBBLE THAT 6RWS
OP TO BE ASTON? IS IKE A
T fc!H0 HAS 60NE A5TRAV1
I HAVE 5 0
10 LEARN f
One.
A s i a n drama's so - called
teric, "Far East" spectacular,
but an intensely sincere state-
jment of man's search for, delu-
sions of having found, and final! - - _„_ _ » „ ,
acceptance of the Universal !.Peri°d, the Sophian reported
" - - • ! today.
First semester final exams
will precede, instead of follow
Christmas. After Christmas'
the "Inter-term Period" wili
run for three weeks, during
which juniors and seniors will
work _ on projects under the di-
rection of their major depart-
ments. Freshmen and sopho-
"poetic" style, in which logical,
realistic action is subordinated
to bursts of sheer poetry, pro-1
vides a refreshing ana! thought-
provoking contrast to our stage
practices. For Th* King of the
Dark Chamber, whose muted,
unenforced emotions adhere t o i m o r e s wjjj
the Sanskrit theatrical objective j areas.
—to give the audience pleasure
—is a more revealing picture of
the soul's struggle to attain
union with God than is our
work in broader
The Inter-Term Period is de-
signed to give students an op-
portunity to pursue their par-
r ticular fields of interest with-
harsh, naturalistic style of con-1 out the constant: pressure of
= " ' ' classes-and exams. The-three
week Inter-term, the Smith
Faculty feels, is a constructive
innovation in the college edu-
cational system. • ? .1
veying theatrical truth.
Serious—Comic Blend
Mudras, or hand gestures,
underscore tha symbolic nature
of his characters, but Tagore's
lazy . . sometimes this laziness
catches up with them as it can
in the Geology department."
Lack of Sympathy
What criterion does an in-
structor such as Welby use to
arrive at his grades? Tihe
marks people receive 'are a
measure of what I think people
know about geology."
He denotes a tendency for
students to overestimate the
value of their individual test
scores. "It" is the overall grade
that counts," he adds.
It should come as no surprise
when tihe good professor
"We have a lack of sympathy
for the person who isn't doing
his best. I don't think a
son is intelligent unless he is
working to the best of this abil-
ity."
Workng to Capacity
For his part, Charles Welby
makes sure that'his students
are kept working to capacity.
"Where in the past," he ex-
plains, "a student had to at-
tain rougihly a level of 40 per
cent understanding of a course
to warrant a grade of 75, we
now expect 50 to 55 per cent
achievement for the same
grade."
This tightening of standards,
he feels ,can be traced, to the
increased emphasis on excel-
lence that has 'characterized
graduate schools since World
War II. " Teachers who were
products of these institutions
pass on these high standards
to colleges.
Although Di(. Welby con-
cedes that Trinity, like most
colleges is • more demanding
than ever before, he still can
wager that'"everybody admit-
ted to Trinity College should be
able to pass any of the intro-
ductory science courses . and
get & 70 or better in the
Freshman m a t h course on
which tihe academic careers of
many students have foundered.
Besides lack of motivation,
A scene with Charitort JbLeston iroin "i'fte 10 Com-
mandments" now in its last Connecticut showing at
The Rivoli Theatre. • '
Bed-Rolling
Record Set
(CUP)—FEB. g — Western
Ontario University today let-
tered yesterday's 102 mile re-
cord for bed pushing set by
the University of New Bruns-
wick, by one mile.
The pushers, overcame sub^
zero temperatures and the
Ontario1- Provincial Police aa
they pushed a bed from Wind-
sor to London in 11 hours and
10 minutes.
-Starting at 5:10 a.m. they
were forced to push the. bed on
the shoulders of the highway
for the first 30 miles, aftet-
the OPP declared it would ar-
rest them should they propel
the bed down the road.
Wednesday the UNB Bet!
Rollers broke the record of 70
miles set .by Waterloo Univer-
particularly on the formation I sity last ' weekend. . A hardy
of corporations in Connecticut.
Few persons, stated Camp-
pbell, realize the extent to which
a corporation can be dominated
by its stockholders. A stock-
holder, or group of stockhold-
ers, owning more of the stock
than others determines com-
pany policy. In the case of the
New Haven railroad, a group
gained control and hired new
executives. The former execu-
tives then succeeded in buying
a controlling interest and • re-
gained" control.
A minority stockholder,
Campbell pointed out,, is not
without- power. By Connecticut
State Law, he must be reim-
bursed for the value of his
stock on the day of the stock-
holders meeting if he objects^
to company policy.
Mr. Campbell concluded by •
discussing current economic
problems. The fight over tar-
iff barriers, betwen states as
well as between the United
States and foreign countries,
will, he feels, come to a head
in the near future.- j
Such countries as Japan are
still underselling the United
States. Raising tariffs result
in a dilemma, for we are pour-
ing money into' these countries
and, at the same time, are. dis-
couraging them from export-
ing. Campbell, however, firmly
stood with the Buy America
Program and said that his com-
pany was doing likewise. j
In regard to economic train- j
ing in secondary schools, Mr. j
Campbell praised the progress!
made by Junior Achievement}
groups. These groups set up!
corporation and sell stock.
Such enterprises are often very
successful, he pointed out, for
he once received a dividend of
30 cents for a $1.00 investment
in a plastic Christmas tree
company.
Two more lectures have been
planned by the Economics
Club, to be delivered February
28 and" March 7.
group of nine junior varsity
basketball players and 13 oth-
er interested students trundel-
ed a bed 102 miles in 14 Vi
hours. .
They set a fast pace over
the rolling countryside, but 25
below zero weather, loss of
the rubber tires, and other ac-
cidents slowed them slightly
for the remainder of the trip..
On two occasions, a wheel
was broken off and had to be
welded on.
TWICE DAILY!
AT 2 P.M. an i 8 P.M.
LAST
CMANCg
TO S H I
-fcSKOWN For The FIRST
TIME WITH SPECIAL
SURROUND SOUND!
NOTE: This Picture Will be
Withdrawn from Release
after The Rivoli Showing
for many years!
Children 35c Anytime
Adults 75 c Anytime
200 CHOICE BESEKVED
SEATS AT BOX OFFICE!
'RESERVE BY PHONING
AB 2-2421 * 600
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ates In Coming Senate
Delta Phi: L. Arthur Domingue, Walter A'. Frey,
3K Kappa Alpha: Thomas M. Keliey, David F - Gates
Rising Juniors: Stanley J. Miarcus, John S. Waggett, E. Koch; (bottom row) Timothy BV Lenicheck, Edwin
Samuel D. Winner^ Michael A. Schulenberg, Walter Bruce Hill, Donald F. laylor, Richard H. Goodin,
Upsikm: M. Roberts Hunt, William H. £. Mitchell.
Delta Kappa Epsilon: Robert J. Mason, Michael Stew-
Phi Kappa Psi: David E. Lee, Frank Ross King
St. Antony Ha l : C. Baird Morgan, Jr., Robert W.
Madeod,
Alpha Delta PM: Frarfc L. Sears, Douglas K. Anderson
Alpha Chi Rho: John H. Baker, Jr., James P . Fox.
Theta xi: Frederick M. Pryor, Arthur F. MeNuIty,
Brownell Clubs Albert Sakarian,, Robert L. Levy*
Q. E. D.: John C. Norman, Richard B. Berkley.
Sigma Nu: Josiah C. McCracken, J. Donald Woodruff,
Independents: Roger E. Nelson, John M. Morril, James R. Sweeney, Alan R.






Peter B. Morril, James R.
Sweeney, Alan,R, Coyne, Rog-
er" E. Nelson,: John W. Ka-
pouoh, and Bruce A. Thayer
Me the six Independent can-
Adates. Morrill (80.S) is on
the Atheneum Society and
Philosophy Club. Sweeney
(86) is corresponding secre-
tary of the Atheneum Society
and a member of the Commit-
tee of 100 and Chapel Vestry.
Coyne i72) is president of the:
Young Republicans, vice-pres-
ident of. the Atheneum Soci-
ety and a member of the Com-
mittee of 100. Nelson (92.4)
is recording secretary of the
Atheneum Society, . College
Fellowship secretary, tand on
the Independent Steering Com-
mittee and Committee of 100.
Kapouch (89.2) is president of
the Atheneum Society and a
member of the Committee- of
100. Thayer 181). is on the
Atheneum Society, Committee
of 100, and Chapel Vestry.
This is the first year that
three independent senior sen-
ators will be elected. After
a two-montn campaign led by
Roy Price < '61, independent
senator last semester, -and
Roger Nelson 162, chairman
of the Independent Steering
Committee, the Senate voted
January 9 for the increase to
three senators for senior in-
dependents instead of one.
The Brownell Club's nomi-
nees are Albert Zakarian and
Robert L. Levy." Zakarian
(86.6) is a member of the
AFROTC Cadet Airman Pro-
motions Board. Levy (772) is
a. member of the Intramural
Council.
Vernon Street
Pi Kappa Alpha candidates
are Thomas M. Kelly and
David F. Gates. Kelly (90.2
a v e r a g e last semester) is
WRTC-FM Program Director
and Track Manager. Gates1
(91), a Junior Advisor, is a
member of the Atheneum So-
ciety and of the . Chapel Ves-
try,
Delta Phi offerings are L.
Arthur Domingue (75) and
Walter A.' Frey (82). Domin-
gue is Varsity Track Manager,
Christian Association secre-
tary, and a member of the
Chapel Cabinet. Frey is a Jun-
ior Advisor and a member of
the Chapel Vestry.
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Delta Kappa Epsilon's com-
petitors are Robert James
Mason (84), treasurer of the
Campus Chest/ and Michael
Stewart Lutin (86), a Junior
Advisor. :
Psi Upsilon's contenders are
M. Roberts Hunt (72) and
William H. L. Mitchell (71.2)
both of whom are members of
the Young Republicans.
Saint Anthony's Hall nomi-
nees are C. Baird Morgan, Jr.
(76) and Robert W. Macleod
(79). Moi-gan is co-captain-,
elect of the Soccer team, Man-
aging Editor of the Ivy, and
a present Seriate member.
Macleod participated in the
Campus Chest.
Phi Kappa Psi
Phi Kappa ' Psi's aspirants
are David E. Lee-(79.2) and
Frank Ross King, Jr. (82A).
Lee is president of the College
Fellowship and' a member of
the Chapel Vestry and the
Carilloneurs. King is the vice-
president of Phi Kappa Psi.
Alpha Chi Rho's hopefuls
are John H. Baker, Jr. (S2)
and Janies P. Fox (82). Baker
is a present Senate member,
and is active in the Christian
Association. Fox, a Junior. Ad-
visor, is on the Basketball Var-
sity. . ' . • • •
Alpha Delta Phi's candidates
are Frank L. Sears (81.6) and
Douglas K. Anderson (80.2).
Sears is now on the Senate,
is on ' the Varsi ty ' Lacross*.
team, and is a member of. the
Sophomore Dining Club, And-
erson, also a Senate member,
is a Junior Advisor, co-captain
elect of the Soccer team, a
Vestry member,, and vice-pres-
ident of the Intramural Board.
Q.E.D. opponents .are John
C. Norman (78.6) and Richard
B. Berkley (85). Norman is
a Junior Advisor and plays
varsity Basketball. Berkley is
on the varsity Track team.
Sigma Nu's hopefuls are
Josiah C. McCracken (79.6)
and J. D o n a l d Woodruff
•
McCracken ta vice-president
of Sigma Nu. Woodruff, a
Junior Advisor, is on the Intra-
mural Council and the Chapel
Vestry.
Senate Nominees'from Theta
Xi are Fredrick M. Pryor (76)
and Arthur F. McNulty (79).
Pryor is assistant treasurer of
Theta Xij on the Committee
of 100, and a Junior Advisor.
McNulty is a Senate member,
on the Sophomore Dining
Club, Atheneum Society and




Rising Sophomores: J. Ronald Spencer, (bottom row) Robert A. Miller, Ralph




The; six rising sophomore
nominees for the Senate in-
clude Robert A. Miller, Ralph
W. Allen HI, Thomas B. Mc-
Kune, J. Ronald Spencer, Ste-.
ven R. Bi-alove, and Kenneth
E.. Fish. Miller Q70.2) is a
member of the Freshman Exe-.
eutive Council and was Fresh-
man delegate to the NSA con-
ference. Allen (80.2). is a mem-
ber of the Pipes. McKune (75)
is a member . of the FEC.
Spencer (86) is a member, ol
the FEC, Treasurer of. the
Young Republicans, and on
the Tri-god staff. Bralove has
a 72.4 average, is on,the Com-
mittee of 100 and WRTC-Fld.
Rising1 Juniors
The nine rising juniors can-
didates for the. Senate are
Timothy F. Lenicheck, Edwin
Bruce Hill, Donald F. Taylor,
Kichard H.. Goodwin, Stanley
J. Mai-cuss, John S. Waggett,
Samuel D. Winner^ Michael A.
Schulenberg, and Walter E.
Koch. Lenicheck . (84.4) is on
WRTC-FM and the Commit-
tee of 100. Hill (70) is vice-
president of the Sophomore
Class, and is on the Senate.
Taylor (84) is a varsity Foot-
pall player, a member of the
Sophomore Dining Club, and
ROTC Cadet Council, Good-
in (83) is a member of the
Sophomore Dining Club and
the Swimming team. Marcuss .
(91.2) is a member of the
Political Science Club and
treasurer of the Newmaj
Club. Waggett (84.2)'is vice-
president of the Sophomors
Dining Club and is a member,
of the Senate. Winner (81) is
on the Senate, Pipes, Sopho-
more Dining Club, and plays
varsity football. Schulenberg
(75.4) is on the Sophomore
Dining Club, Committee of
100, and the varsity Football
team. Koch (91.8) is a dean's
list student.
PAGE FOUR WE TRINITY TRiPOD
AFTER A SEMESTER as Mather Hall
Director, Leonard Tomat reports that the
new student center has been well-received
by both students and faculty.
Tomat Reports Mather Hall!N-Y- banker's Banker' Brjgantine 'Yankee' To S a i |
A Success In First Term ^ ' S f 0 ^ ™ ^ - ! 6 , 0 0 0 For 18-mo. Journe^
if rt7,:,;:>!S:;«W3«;:s;:*:•;:«:;;;* .-a ;;s ;:s*.s:;;.£:™!;tK.sa:n-f5.V»:::VK::i/:«!Oi: «^;-::f,;i*'fS.
Since its opening last Sep-jHall," reports Tomat. "At no
iember 12, 35S events have | point has" every possible- area
been scheduled in Mather Hall-
This figure along with other
information on the operation
been used simultaneously."
During the first five months
of operations, three major
of the building is contained in j shortcomings of the building
a report written by Director
Leonard Tomat covering the
Christmas Term, 1960-1961.
Mather Hall has been used
for events ranging from small
luncheon committee meetings
to all-campus functions similar! bookstore and the post office.
have been observed by Tomat.
They are: 1) the amount of
traffic that goes through the
Cave each day and the conges-
tion during rush hours at the
BY JOHN HENRY
'Out of New York each year
at this time go scores of men
competing for the cream of
the college seniors for the vari-
ous business concerns they rep-
resent. "
One such gentleman is Rob-
ert L. Russell '52, an assist-
ant vice president With Goth-
am's thriving Bankers Trust
Company. Deeply tanned, ath-
letic, garbed in a conservative
blue suit and sporting horned-
rimmed glasses, he looks like
the banker's banker.
Actually, Bob Russell's job
in the firm's personnel depart-
ment takes him iar from bank-
ing operations.
A large part of his work
consists of recruiting bankers-
to-be from campuses like Tri-
nity. His company limits its
visits to IS of the more presti-
gious Eastern colleges.
On a routine day, Russell in-
terviews 10 to 12 students. For
Bankers Trust, such talent-
scouting has p&id off hand-
somely, One result; last year
alone, 70 college seniors joined
the company's ranks.
Although 1961 shows every
sign of being a recession, year,
',i Russell says most concerns are
planning to hire.just as many
young men as in years past.
In each 30 minute interview, j
he spends half of'his time find- j
ing out about the applicant, the
other half telling the applicant
why he should go with. Bank-
company. . Here Trinity alum- j
nus. Russell's -intimate knowl- j
edge of the faculty stands him
in good stead.
All things being equal, Bank-
ers Trust, like most concerns,
would prefer a man,~to have
met his military obligations.
The firm, however, does not
frown oil an applicant who
wants to complete the six
months basic training program
&nd then enter the services-of
the bank. • .. >- -
If a student is bent on en-
rolling in the three year officer
candidate program, Banker's
advises^ him not to ap-
By JOHN STAMBAUGH
Around the world in a year !
and a half on a 96-foot wind-,
iammer: 25 adventurous souls
will have the chance to start
such a cruise this July on tiie
square-rigged ftfigantine l a n -
The Yanke*, with its aver-
age sailing speed of five knots,
will cover a 50,000-mile route,
"dependent oh wind, weather
and current political situa-
Brochure \
Captain
ply for a job until his service
commitment is fulfilled.
Many students, at Trinity as
elsewhere, each year either do
not njeet the company's re-
quirements or reject the bank
in favor of some other organi-
zation. This means that men
like Russell spend a lot of time
interviewing men who will
never work for his firm. To
Bob Russell this is not wasted
effort. Says he, "If I got one
man a year at Trinity, I would




CUPS)—Three national fra- „ „,.., T
ternities—Alpha Tau Omega ers Trust. ' Whether or not you
Phi Delta Theta, and Sigma
Chi—were under fire this week
because of alleged discrimina-
south entrance leading to the tory pledging practices.'
to the Sophomore Hop and the
Military Ball. Catering services
rendered- to college - related
groups in Mather Hall vary in
attendance from four to four
hundred.
Center Well-received
2) the sendee and receiving
areas, the exposed receiving
platform for the dining room
area, and the exposed area for
bookstore and post office re-
ceiving 3) the loxv ceiling in
go ahead with us depends very
much on these preliminary in-
terviews," says Russell.
How does Bob Russell evalu-
, , ate each prospective employee?
Alpha Tau Omega's High Russell is not so much im-
Council descended upon its | pressed by how many activities
Stanford University chapter to I
conduct closed hearings before
deciding whether the national
will expel the .chapter for
] the game' room has presented | P a g i n g four Jewish students.
Tomat says the new center] problems and will continue toi1™5 Stanford chapter has
has been very well received by j t;0 so< it j s going to be an
students and faculty .alike. | annual maintenance job to re-
Typical comments reaching! place the acoustic tile,
his desk are "What did we doj on his list of improvements,
before Majifer Hall?" or "You Tomat gives top priority to a
don't know what this place has
done for student morale."
"At present, we are just be-
ginning to utilize the possibil-
ities to be found in Mather
S44,000vols.
An Estimate
voted unanimously to keep its
Jewish members, regardless of
the consequences.
"Don't Exclude ,J<*»s"
ATO National President Ger-
donations from interested par
ents, friends and alumni.
TV Draws Crowds
demonstrated by the large au-
dience which the World Series
^ land the election campaign
,31 drew when the College rented
that Trinity's library contains!a s e t
more than 554,000 volumes-! Other improvements which t  , 
This figure included, an off-j Tomat recommends include a
the-record, informal estimate j spinet piano on the first floor
of Librarian Donald Engleyjand the development of the
that the library has 150,0001 bowling alley space on the
government documents. ! ground floor. He is now study,
™ have different ways! tog a method of financing the
* b ! i l I
possible TV set available for I aid Johnson answered t h e
special club meetings and to I charges of discrimination by
the general campus public ati explaining: "We dont' exclude
various times. He hopes thej Jews—if they embrace the
set can be paid for througb^Christian faith. ATO is center-
ed in Jesus Christ, its ritual is
based on the New Testament
and any rushee or pledge be-
The Vopularity o f T l V was l i e v i n £ in a non-Christian reli-
gion would find the ritual and
some of ATO's Christian prac-
tices offensive."
Phi Delta Theta came in for
stiff criticism from Lake For-
est College in Illinois when
the Phi Delta national refused
membership to a Jewish stu-
detn atfer the local chapter
had asked him to join.
Lake Forest's Dean of Stu-
charged that the national
oi
 i t    t   i i  the ̂ } i
vovernment pub- ! installation of bowling alleys. I fraternity caused Donald Schil-
" l e r ^ depledged early thisE « t a % "Englev savs so The center's director also
S S T b not fairVadd"them w a n t s to cater more to needs
I
  
to the complete total.





haveno t been too pro-new p ^ M l - w an a n j ^ _
gry replv from the Wesieyan duclive This phase of the pro-
d M E l gram will, grow with the col-
egg generation.
MEDICAL SCHOOL
' The Medical College Admis
sion Test for entrance to Med-
ical School in the fall of 1962
Argus, who quoted r. Engley
as saying that the Tripod
story was "poor.'1
The University of Connecti-
cut newspaper urgeEl editorial-
ly, with figures taken from
the Tripod, that the state leg-
islature give its library more] will be given May 6 this year
funds to improve its 24 books j Application forms are available









105 New Britain Avenue
Near Broad1 Street
One Minute Walk from
Field House
789 Park St.
Same day service on
DKY CLEANING
Mori - Safc., 9-%
that religion was behind Schil-
ler's depledging, despite the
chapter's desire to pledge him.
Only House With Clause
Charging Sigma Chi witfi
being the only remaining fra-
ternity on the. Cornell Univer-
sity campus with an "overt
discriminatory clause" four
Cornell students picketed the
Sigma Chi chapter last week
| during rush period.
1 The protest group carried
I signs which said "No More
|Jim Crow Fraternities" and
I distributed - leaflets w h i c h
! urged the reader not to join the
fraternity because it continued
to be bound by its national
charter to -uphold its discrimi-
natory clause.
Sigma Chi's National Secre-
tary replied to the protest by
stating that action on removal
of the discriminaory clause









OIL AND' OIL FILTER CHANGE
'• ' • SUPERIOR FOREIGN CAR WORK
© STATION WHERE "SIRVSCi1" IS STRESSED'
• ALL TYPE REPAIRS
ATLANTIC SERVICE STATION
1698 BERLIN TPRE. JA 9-0063
Below Hertford Motel RALPH DILOSIO
"5 MINUTES FROM TRINITY"
a man lists on his rfeSunie as
he is by how much responsibili-
ty he was given.
"I don't care," says the bank-
er, "whether or not a person
is in a fraternity, but if he is,
I want to know if he was ac-
tive in it, A man can have a
whole lot Of activities after his
name, and still have done prac-
tically nothing. I look at the
position he held in an organiza-
tion."
Nothing makes Russell hap-
pier than to look at the aca-
demic record . of the student
who, hit by the "sophomore
slump," has. rounded out his
last two years in fine fashion.
On the other hand the banker
holds out hope for the student
who didn't climb out of his
academic recession until the
first semester of his senior
year. "If a boy assumed a
heavy course load his junior
year fully aware that his
grades would suffer but that
his education would benefit,
then his junior year record
wouldn't be held against him."
Business Beferences Ignored
Business references .request-
ed on each student's-resume of
his career at Trinity are not
contacted as a rule by Bankers
Trust. "What interests us is
who the reference is."
In most cases, the company
obtains no more information
about a man's personal back-
ground than what he submits
on the firm's application sheet.
Faculty references which a
student uses are usually con-
sulted by Russell during Junch-
eon hour in the college's^facul-
ty dining hall. The interviewer
uses this opportunity to discuss
the qualification of, each stu-
dent under consideration by the
TX Dance
Nets $1,300
FEB. 12—Theta Xi's ninth an-
nual Sweetheart Ball, held to-
night for the benefit of Hart-
ford's Mental Health Associa-
tion, raised $1,300.
More than 70 couples danced
to Ralph Stuart's music in
Mather Hall as College Presi-
dent Albert C. Jacobs crowned
Albert Mayer's "pinmate,"
Elsie Backman, queen of the
ball.
Ten dollar tickets and an ad-
vertisement-filled p r o g r a m
contributed to the fraternity's
gift to the Mental. Health
group..
Douglas Fitzsimmons and
Donald Carrol headed Theta
Xi'g Sweetheart Ball Commit-
tee, which planned the event
with Mr. and Mrs. John Glen-
non and Raymond W. Brunell,













At Th* Foot of
Fraternity Row




"J. C. Penny Co., Inc. Good-
Win Lounge.
New York Life Insurance
Co., Elton Lounge.
Irving Trust- Co., Library
Seminar Room No. 4.
The Providence Journal Bul-
letin, Williams Memorial.
Wednesday
The 25 passengers who will
sail on the year and a half
Yankee cruise will pay $6,000
for the trip, and will help the
j crew saif th* ship to reduce
expenses.
Port* of C&ii
More than half of the IS
months underway will be spent
in such exotic ports of call as
Tahiti, Singapore, Madagas-
car and Devili; Island.
The Yankee will leave Mia-
mi July 1. First stops On its
itinerary are San Salvador and
Cape Haitien in the Bahamas.
The Panama Canal will take
'the cruisers to the South Paci-
fic by way of the Galapagos
Islands.
Guided by the trade winds
the ship will stop at ports of
call dotted across the ocean
on Pitcairn Island, Tahiti,
Tutuila and New Guina, with;
frequent opportunity for in-
dividual and group side trips
inland.
Bali and Java will provide
oriental flavor, and after stops
at Madagascar and Zanzibar
the Yankee will sail around
the Cape of Good Horn and
across the South Atlantic to
THE YANKEE and 25 passengers will spcndilS
circling the globe at a per person cost of $6,000. The ancient
brigatine will leave Miami, July 1. ^
mers. Four books and a large
I
'number of magazine articles
j have been written about
jke^s four previous cruises
I around the world.
Shorter Cruises
Stofl & Stop, Inc., Elton I St.. Helena, site of Napoleon's
exile, and Rio de Janeiro,Lounge.
- Radio Corporation of Amer-
ica, Goodwin Lounge.
Manufacturers & Traders




Products Co., Goodwin Lounge.
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
& Smith, Elton Lounge.
North American Aviation,
Inc., Library Seminar Room
No. 4. - - :
Hartford National Bank &
Trust Co., Williams Memorial.
Friday
Bank of New York, Library'





where there will be opportun-
ity for an island visit to Bra-
silia.
The last leg of the sail will
include Devil's Island and is-
land hopping from Antigua to
San Juajx in the West Indies.
Captain Burke calls the ship
the last of the true windjam-
Iiams Memorial.





Aetna Insurance Co., Elton
Lounge.
Shawinigan Resins Corp.,'
Library Seminar Room No. 4.
National Commercial Bank]
Those who are interested In
sailing around the world akre -
expected to write a letter tfr "
Captain Burke telling a&Ou* _
themselves. Prom thes* l«teni
the captain invites Sofifts Appli-
For those with less than a c a n t « t 0 participate in &\t at
year and a half to spend on j t h e Bahamas cruise to dtt«» _
their vacation, the captain!mine their adaptability t» liftr
also sails a 151-foot stay-sail j a t s e a - Y
schooner, Polynesia, on a 10- j Information about both ttlr -
day cruise fnrough the Ba-
hamas. These cruises leave
Yankee voyp^e and th# B*. ../
hamas cruises is avAilaMe at zl
Miami twice a month for a I Windjammer Cruise*, Bear
fee of from $175 to $250. 1051, Miami Beach 39, J l* .
_ ' i i c C o ,
and Trust Co. (Albany); Wil-
l 1 - J " i n s •U I
Saturday Is B©tms Stamp
ROLAND'S-ESSO STATiON
Corner Washington and Lincoln $tre«4g
BELMQHT RECORD SHOP
163 WASHINGTON ST.
Hi-Fidelity — Component P a r t s — Sales & Service
We Specialize in Hard to Get Records
Open Evenings till 10. Phone CH 9-0414 or CM S-04SS
M,
Loren Gergens briefs two of his salesmen on new telephone services for business customers.
il
I DiDNIT WANT TO BE STOCKPILED"
When Loren Gergens was working for his"
B.S. degree in Business Administration at the
University of Denver, he had definite ideas about
the kind of job he wanted to land. He was de-
termined to profit from the experience of several
of his friends who had accepted promising jobs
only to find themselves in "manpower pools"—
waiting to be pulled-into a responsible position.-
"I didn't want to be stockpiled," Loren says.
"That's no way to start."
As a senior, Loren talked to twelve companies
and joined The Mountain States Telephone &
Telegraph Company, an associated company of
the Bell Telephone System.
From his first day challenges were thrown at
Mm thick and fast. First; he supervised a group
of service representatives who handle the com-
munications needs of telephone customers. Then
he served as manager of several telephone busi-
ness offices. In these.jobs Loren had to provfc
himself on the filing line, make right decisions
and carry them through. He knew his next jump
depended on only one man—Loren Gergens,
In July,, 1960, he was made Sales Manager
in Boulder, Colorado.
"I'm on the ground floor of a newly created
telephone marketing organization. And I can tell
you things are going to move fast!" Loren says.
"It's rough at times, but hard work is fun when
you know you're going somewhere—in a busi-
ness where there's somewhere to go."
IJ you're interested in' a job in ichich you can
be your own prime mater—a job in ichich you're
given a chance to shoiu what you can do, right from
the start—you'll want to visit your Placement Office
for literature and additional information.
"Our number one aim is to have in all
management jobs the most vital, intelli-
gent, positive and imaginative men tee
can possibly find."
FKEDERIRK E. KAP^EL, President
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES




The Directors of the Parents
Association will meet herp Fri-
flual meeting and a series "of i
66"59 win o v e r ttle C o a s t Guard
programs about the college and
'ts plans |for the future.
The Directors, elected fry
parents of students, are com-
prised of five officers and five
directors representing each of. • „ . • „ •
the Undergraduate classes andioper!lnfiL j 1 G u a r d sP r ee and
- Jjpaj:-:-BOSTON GKA1X>RIO--QUAKMa? mem-: ->flock. The group will sing at Chapel Ves- "
^^^Sers:;v*re, -left to. fight, Carl Nelson, Jean per Service March 5. •> ; '• " '
til^parper, Ellelou Dimmock, and Stephen tAtn-- < '/ i '
!^|oniiecticut College Choir,
Boston Quartet Due Here
day and Saturday for their an-
Shultsmen Rocket Record To 9-2;
Uphoff, Leghorn Aid Pair Gf Wins
NEW LONDON, Feb. 18 —
Trinity's h i g h l y successful
freshman basketball team ran
its record to-9-2-tonight, with a!
A c a d e m y J.V.'s, Substitute
Daryle Uphoff came off the
bench to lead the junior Ban-
tams-with fifteen points. ,
The Bantams roared back in
the early minutes to offset; an
•^ The Trinity Glee Club will
'". host the Connecticut College
Choir and the Boston Oratorio
Quartet in a combined pres-
.- entation of Beethoven's Opus
86, "Mass in C Major" at 5
p.m., March 5, in the Chapel.
Y .The Boston Oratorio.Quartet,
» the most noted ensemble of
ite ktod in New England.
Each member has compiled an
[.-,- outstanding record of concert
seaboard. The quartet was as-
sembled and coached by Mme.
Grace Leslie, oratorio celebrity
of past decades.
The six pieces of the- "Massjto Dr. Barber,
in C Major" will be directed
by Dr. Clarence Barber and
Arthur Quimby, director of the
Connecticut College Choir.
Two Trinity students, John
Thrower '61, organist and Will
Files '63, timpanist, will ac-
singers in Beethoven's Opus
86.
Sunday's concert will be
open to the public, according
engagements, on the Eastern company the Boston Quartet
On Campus with
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", ele.)
* = •
WORDS: THEIR CAUSE AND CURE
, Today let us take up the subject of etymology (or entomology,
as it is sometimes called) which is the study of word origins
(or insects, as they are sometimes called).
Where are-mird origins (insects) to be found?Well sir, some-
times words are proper names that have passed into the language.
Take, for instance, the words used in electricity: ampere was
named after its discoverer, the Frenchman Andre Marie Ampere.
(1775-1836); similarly ohm was named after the German G. S.
Ohm(17Sl-XS54),'iPo.« after the Scot James Watt (1736^1819),
•ad bulb after the American l<>ed C. Bulb (1843-1912).
There is, incidentally, quite a poignant little story about Mr.
Bulb. Until Bulb's invention, all illumination was provided by
gas, which was named after its inventor Milton T. Gas who,
strange to tell, had been Bulb's roommate at Cal Tech t In fact,
strange to tell, the third man sharing the room with Bulb and
Gas was also one whose name bums bright in the annals of
illumination—'Walter Candle!
The three roommates were inseparable companions in col-
lege. After graduation all three did research in the problem of
artificial light, which at this time did not exist. All America
used to go to bed with the chickens. In fact, many Americans
were chickens.
"Well sir, the three comrades—Bulb, Gas, and Candle-
promised to be friends forever when they left school, but success,
alas, spoiled all that. First Candle invented the candle, got
rich, and forgot his old friends. Then Gas invented gas, got rich,
bankrupted Candle, and forgot his old friends. Then Bulb in-
vented the bulb, got rich, bankrupted Gas, and forgot his
old friends.
l|j|!j|§pidle and Gas, bitter and impoverished at the age respec-
:)^^^fvof 75 and ?1, went to sea as respectively the world's
f^^^^^tand second oldest cabin boy. Bulb, rich and grand, also
jsi^^gtjto sea^buthe went in style—as a first-class passenger on
rfjplj§§|E:gir,.strange to tell, all three were aboard the ill-fated
j ; i ^ ^ | | a i a when she was sunk in the North Atlantic. And,
^ • ^ ^ ^ l ? . ! 0 *e^> when-they were swimming for their lives after the
||Jl||f|i^ect,:aIl three clambered aboard the same-dinghy;!
l||Sp|ffipl-sir, chastened and made wiser by their brush, with death,
•-^^P^'teli into each other's arms and wept and exehaljged for-
ĴjjjpjfBaess and became fast friends all over again. -
^pfipfer three years, they drifted in the dinghy, shaking hands and:
^Ppging the Cal Tech rouser all the while. Then, at long last,
:^^p$^spied a passing liner and were taken aboard. -. ' _•
pjl^h^remained fast friends for the rest of their days, which,
f; y0%0l$.to^Jreport, were not many, because the liner which picked
i.^pBm:iip;.was the Titanic. ~ ' • ' . . ' " ^
'^^ ; Wiat £• pity that Marlboros were not invented during the
l^ftfenes of Bulb, Gas, and Candle! Had there been Madboros,
f y ^ p ^ threei friends never-woiild have grown apart because they
||j||rai|Jiave known how much, despite their differences, they still
5liS$ S«MBaon. I mean to say that Marlboros-can be lit by
,'";.. -:iS^%e§>y gaSi orby electricity, and no matter how you light
|^|^>|?oa;always get a, full-flavored smoke, a filter cigarette
T^'^j^'tuifiltered taste thai makes anyone—including liulb,
; G^g|i^.Candle--settle back and forget anger and strife and
^ i | ^ * l # e e t smile of friendship on all who pass!; :.; .. ;
It ' • ' • • ' y ^ : ^ : ^ : \ . ©1961 MaxShulmkn
| f ^^^0aceful smoke from the makers of Marlboro is the
^^^W^i^itainUered king-size Philip, Morris Commander.
*a^rff:-<s«e:^ft and find o.ut how welcome you'll be aboard,
Presidents...
(Continued from Page 1)
care, but the body of senators
must care."
As evidence of lack of inter-
est in the S e n a t e , Baker
brought up the fact that old
committee chairmen drop out
as soon as new come in. The
old committee chairmen, he
feels, should continue their in-
terest in the Senate and help
the new men.1
Awareness
Communic^, on is another
problem which the ' Senate
mu£t meet says Baker. "The
Senate must be' made more
aware of student "suggestion."
He holds that the Senate lead,
•er "shouldn't have a set idea
and- dictate," but "must have
good organizing powers to
bring together the ideas of
senators ' and students." *
As a possible step toward
developing better communica-
tion Baker suggests making
use of the Senate Bulletin
Board.
When questioned about Sen-
ate participation in national
issues, Baker replied that
"there is an in between point."
"Trinity should not lower it-
self to picket the nearest
WooM-orth."
Senate Is Active
Sen. Frank Scars believes
that Senate isn't as weak as
it has been made out to be,
for "people do take an active
part in the Senate." Sears said
that "quite a few do jobs tier
hind the scenes" and mention-
ed as -an example those who
help to keep the various clur>
books.
He feels that the so-called
trivial concerns of the Senate
have .been belittled. In refer-
ence to the Senate-motivated
installation of d o r m i t o r y
phones,, Sears said that "the
Senate has weight with Dean
Lacy and the Buildings and
Grounds Dept." The students
don't know where to go."
As to the direction of the
Senate, he emphatically stat-
ed, "We've got to take care
of our own domestic proD-
Iems before we move into the
national scene."
the graduate class.
In an evening session on Fri-
day, they will hear college ad-
ministrators discuss "Trinity
1961-1971." Participating will be
President Jacobs; Dean Arthur
H> Hughes, dean ana vice pres-
ideat; AJbert E. Holland, vice
president and Robert B. O'Con-
nor '61, college architect and
Life Trustee.
Saturday Program
Following their annual meet-
ing Saturday morning, the di-
rectors will attend an 11 a.m.
session entitled "New Pro-
grams," to include talks by
Dr. Robert M. Vogel, dean of
graduate studies, on the Trans-
ition to College Plan; F. Gard-
iner F. Bridge,, director of Ad-
missions, on Advanced Place
ment and Professor E. P. Nye
Hallden Professor of Engineer-
ing on the Five-Year Engin-
eering Program.
After lunch in Hamlin Din-
ing Hall the Association Direc-
tors will hear a talk on the
proposed Fine Arts Center and
the Physics-Mathematics Build-
ing.
T.he remainder of the pro-
gram invites the directors to
view a. swim meet at 4 p.m.
and a basketball game at 8
p.m. or a production by the
Trinity Jesters at 8:30 p.m.
The latter features two plays,
Samuel Beckett's "Endgame"





FEB. 16 — G. E. Kidder-
Smith, a practicing architect,
author, critic and photographer,
lectured tonight on the devel-
opment of architecture in Italy
since 1945.
Unlike the descendents of
other ancient 'civilizations, Mr.
Smith said, the Italians have
undergone repeated periods of
artistic rebirth, such as the
one now taking place. New
personality and vitality have
appeared, resulting in a bright
and imaginative style of archi-
tecture.
Italy has always been an ex-
porter in -the creative arts, the
lecturer stated, and her archi-
tects are now setting a pace
for Europe.
Mr. Smith stressed the keen
awareness of structure in Itali-
an buildings, and the absence
of the cliches so characteristic
in their American counter-
parts.
A collection of slides was
used to illustrate the talk, pre-
sented under the auspices of
the Cesare Barbieri Center of
Italian Studies here.
I went, ahead for the first time,
-6. The first half was nip and
tuck until McCarthy and' Rem-
~iey:of the Academy hit on three
umpers to put the Cadets, in. a
solid 27-18 lead- .,
But the Bantams' came back
the last five minutes to tie
the score at 34 all. -






1) Who' stands pn his head
for his customers?
2) Who deems Hartford his
number one obligation?
If there is any doubt to
these questions, ask the guy
3) Who made POMG fa-
mous?
next to you!
and John Fenrich contributed
field goals, and Fenricfr added
a free throw after being foulo;l
by Remley. On the bonus at-
tempt, which was unsuccessful,
Remley fouled Uphoff on the
rebound and the forward cash-
ed in to tie the score. McCar-
thys caged a jumper just be-
fore the buzzer, and1 the
Coasties led at the half.
Both teams got off to a slow
start in the second half. At the
nine-minute mark Leghorn
a pass from Fenrich and put
free throws, Rufus Blocksidge
the Bantams their final seven
point margin-.
Trinity shot at a fine 41 per-
cent clip mark, with Uphoff
collecting six baskets in eight
attempts, and three for four at
the Hne. Fine defensive work
by Leghorn, who pulled down
23 rebounds and an effective
zone defense bottled1 up the
Coasties in the second half,
keeping McCarthy to a single
field goal. •
Coach Robert Shults had
great praise for Uphoff, and he
•the Bantams ahead for the first'may start in several of next
time in the half, 46-44.-
Uphoff then sparked t h e
Bantams to a five point lead
with six minutes left to play.
Blocksidge and Leghorn contri-
buted goals near the end1 as
Uphoff caged another to give
week's games. But he feels, in
spite of the team's record, that
they are not working well as
unit, and that they played
sloppily tonight. O n l y their
good shoting and defense en-
abled them to emerge victori-
ous.
Drabowsky: Last Chance
To Make Chicago Club;
Needs Winning Season
Trinity' Baseball fans have
read reports in the Tripod in
past years about one of the
more illustrious athletes to
come from Dan Jessee's sweat
factory 'Neaih the Elms, But
this year is particularly crucial
to Myron Waller Drabowsky
as.this may be his last chance
to break into a starting role
for the Chicago Cubs.
Moe Drabowsky, for all those
uninitiated to -the daring deeds
of former Bantams, pitched for
the JeSseemen five years ago
so successfully that he was
signed to a contract by Ihe
Cubs at a sizeable bonus. In-
cluded in his college feate was
a no-hit performance against
Wesley aii.
For four years he has been
up and down in the Cub chain.
Last season, according to the
Sporting News, the Cubs lost-
confidence in Drabowsky and
sent him to Houston in the
A m e r i c a n Association. He
picked up five straight vic-
tories in three weeks and was
recalled to the parent club.
Relief Bole
Pitching for the Cubs, he
was generally used in relief,






(Mesa, Ariz., told reporter Jer-
jry Holtzman that the 1961 sea-




FEB. 8—A powerful Choate
squash squad handed the Trin-
ity frosh team its 2nd straight
loss of the season today sviih
a near-perfect shutout, 70.
The enemy's bid for the ulti-
mate in squash triumphs was
spoiled by Randy Plass, who
inched by Jiis opponent in their
set, 15-2, after Choate had reg-
istered 20 straight set vic-
tories.
It had been validly prop-
hesied that Choate, one -at the
powerhouses in New England
interscholastic athletics, wouid
provide Trinity with one of th>
fiercest .battles of the season.
The Trinity frosh entered the
match with a 2-1 record, hav-
ing chalked up previous wins
over Wesleyan and Willis! on.
The Yale freshman had handed
the team its first frustration
,just four days before.
. Richie Crone, Trinity's num
her six man, played very close
sets, but was unable to smash
the Choate shutout. Twining
played one tight set with his
opponent, but was edged.
15-13.
Trinity will make its at-
tempt to climb out of the ".500
notch next Wednesday when ir
meets Amherst in the field-
me " He "explained that he second time this season^,but
they failed in their effort to
avenge an earlier defeat by
losing 6-3.
Junior Don Mills', undefeated
and a contender for the Na-
tional Collegiate Racquets
crown, was victorious over
highly rated Dudley Lyons in
four games.
Kit Illick gave the Bantams
their second win of the after-
noon by beating Porter Wheel-
er in another four game
match. Wheeler won the first,
15-12, but Illick rallied to take
the nevt three.
Grose Ruins Trin
Captain Chris Grose halted
a possible Trinity victory
drive by soundly beating Bob
Spahr in three straight games.
Amherst went on to win the
next three matches and move
ahead 4-2. Senior leUerman
Ben Hub.by momentarily stop-
ped an Amherst victory by
THE WASHINGTON DINER
175 WASHINGTON STREET HARTFOBD, CONN.
Good Food : . •, . Good Service
Steaks, Chops, Seafood — Always Quick and Courteous
Plenty of Space and Free Parking
must break into the 'starting]
line and be a consistent win-
ner.
Moe will count heavily on
his slider which ts now almost
out of the experimental stage.
He recalled having completely
fooled several hitters last year
with it, including Willie Mays
and Dick Groat.
Keeps In Shape
He has been in great .physi-
cal shape all winter. Residing
in Highland Park, Illinois, he
has an off-season job with a
Chicago firm which is a mem-
ber of the New York Stock
Exchange. He says that from
walking about 20-25 miles a
day, his legs feel stronger
than ever.
Last year for the Cubs Moe
won tiiree games, pitching a
total of 50 innings. He hopes
that the Cubs' new editorial
board of coaches will have
enough • confidence in him to
insert him in the lineup, (the
Cubs this year have no man-
ager, but seven coaches who
Tuesday night the Bantams
take on Wesleyan at the Field
House. They hope to avenge an
87-71 defeat inflicted upon thcrtl
in January. Friday, they play
host to the Yale Frosh at 8
p.m. while the next day they
travel to Union for an after-
noon game.
Trinity Froeli Co*st Guard JV
ord. Leghorn, besides scoring
30 points, pulled d'own 23 re-
bounds. His 30 points cama
mostly on drives and jumpers.
Letting up a little after tha:
two tough games of the previ«
ous.week, the Shultmen couldn't;
quite find their usual touch.
Although they won by • 18
points, it was mostly on tha
strength of Leghorn's perform-
ance. However, it will probably -
take more than Leghorn to win:
the two big games against Yale
and Wesleyan this week.
Helping cut Leghorn in the
first half was Rufus Block-
sidge. "Roof" scored 19 points
during the period.
A big. surprise for Coach
Shults has been Dar5?le Uphoff,
who didn't join the team until
the season had already begun.
Due to his fine performances
recently, he must be considered
for starting roles' in the two
big ifames this week.
B K Tt. B >' r t .
Slocksdge 3 B 11 Remley4 7 II 14
Drypan: 1 , 2 4 Lpy ' 4 2 10
Leghorn 5 7 17 Livingsta 3 3. 9
McKune 6 1 13 BrOfflmer 3 0- 6
Voorhees 2 3 6 McCarthy 6 8 20
UphOH 6 3 15 Murdock 0 0 0
Fenrich 2 1 5 Franzen 0 0 f)
Webster 0 0 0
Espes 0 0 0
Fisher 0 0 0
McDonnell 0 0 0
Picrftpole 0 0 0
Hand 0 0 0
Totals 25 16 66 Totals' 23 13 59
Score at hall t ine: 36-34, Coast
Juard.
WORCESTER, Feb. 14 — A
terrific one-man show by lanky
Barry Leghorn gave the Trini-
ity frosh art 88-72 victory over
the Clark frosh tonight. The






FEB. 15—The Bantam rac-
quetmen today encountered a
tough Amherst squad for the
Chase, Wickham
Pace FencingWin
FEB. 18—Trin swordsmen to-
day cut • down Brooklyn Col-
lege 16-11. Bouncing back
from two previous losses, the
Bantam squad took the lead at
the opening and held it
throughout.
All individual weapons won
for Trinity with the saber
team leading with a 6-3 rec-
ord. Tom Wickham, first "Sa-
ber, posted the highest individ-
ual score, winning all three of j
his bouts.
The epee team, which has
led the Swordsmen in the.last
two meets, won 6-3 and 5-4,
continued this streak with' a 5-4
topping of Brooklyn. Bill Chase
and Steve Yeaton have led the
epee team in three consecutive







well by downing the first epee
at Stevens, 5-1. Another prom-
ising fencer, George Tisdale,
substituted in the Brooklyn
match and defeated his oppo-
nent 5-0.
The foil team, which got off
to a bad start in; the first two
matches, finally showed its
power by overcoming the
Brooklyn team, 5-4. Co-cap-
tains ' Pete Waehtel and Andy
Stewart posted victories of 2-1.
Though Coach Shaler felt
that Brooklyn was not a strong
team, he thinks that its defeat
has given the Trin Swordsmen
The
this
Wednesday, and Holy Cross
Saturday. On March 1, a
strong Harvard team will put
the Swordmen to its final test
of'the season.




Hecksher (C) defeated Cros-
by (T), 15-8, 15-5, 15-4; Van-
derbilt (C) defeated' Miuot
(T), 15-9, 15-9, 154;Peckham
(C) defeated Gilson (T), 1S-5,
15-5, 15-3; Iiberman (CJ de-
feated Twining (T), 15-13,
15-7, '15-7; Vanderhurst (C)
defeated Williams (T), 15-7,
15-7, 15-11; Bliss (C) defeated
Krone (T), 15-12, 15-10, 15-13;
Paul (C) defeated Plass iT),
15-4, 15-4, 12-15, 15-8
SENATE ELECTIONS
Senate President Roger Mac-
Millan urges all freshmen,
sophomores and juniors to vote
in the final Senate elections
Thursday. Students are also
urged to attend the Senate
meeting the following Monday
Sec Our Collection Of
POPLIN JACKETS In



















Formal training includes four
months in each department of
the manufacturing group:
plant, production and :
industrial engineering;.
SEE YOUR PLACEMENT :
OFFICER FOR APPOINTMENT






beating Fred Sadler. Hubby
was down 2-1 but stormed
'back to win his match. Ban-
tam hopes died as both Bruce
Leddy and Jim Coad lost.
In Lhcir only other engage-
ment this month, the Bantams
routed MIT, 8-1. Their meet-
ing with Fordham was can-
celled due to inclement weath-
er.
Summary:
Mills (T) beat Lyons (A) -
1S-17, 15-13,13-16,- 15-9; Illick
(T) ,beat Wheeler (A) 12-15,
15-1, 15-9, 15-15; Grose. fA)
beat Spahr (T) -15-11, 15-8,
18-15; Young (A) beat Pope
(T) - 8-15, 15-10, 15-7, 8-15,
15-8; Walder (A) Weiner (T) -
14-18, 15-10, 15-8; 15-11; Sad-
ler (A) McRae (T) -15-3,
35-12, 18-14; Hubby (T) beat
F. Sadler (A) -15-10, 10-15,
9-J5, 15-12, 15-11; Greene (A;
beat LeddV (T) - 9-15, 7-115,
15-9, 15-10, 16-14; Dennington




Feb. 16 — John Kapouch '62
and Scott Gregory '64 won an
Atheneum S o c i e t y debate
against Wesleyan debators
here on the topic "Resolved:
that the United States should
adopt a program of compul-
sory health insurance for all
citizens."
Another team, of William
Sullivan '61 and Thomas Ber-
ger '63, lost a companion de-
bate on the same topic, which
is this year's national debate
topic.







Columbia Tournament in New
York Feb. 24 and 25.
THE F. &.M.SCHAEFER BREWING CO.. NEW YORK and ALBANY, N.Y,
SIX THE TRINITY TRIPOD
Coast Guard, Clark Win Tight Decisions Over Bantam s;
Record Hits Three-year Low ̂ s T r i n Awaits s.
By ANDY MILLEK
NEW LONDON, Feb. IS —
the zone defenses of Coach Jay
McWilliams a n d h i s Coast
Trinity's e r r a t i c basketball; Guard counterpart, Hap Fallon,
team dropped its tenth game
in a row tonight to an a r r e s -
the rriargin to two.
Coast Guard 's Bab Legge t t town.
170 defeat inflicted in Middle-! Guard coach and scorer.
were able to contain the of- for a three point
fenses. Brooks, Fox, and1 Bill put the Bantams
drove the length of the floor
play which
far behind.
Friday the Bantams travel to,
Rochester for a night game,,








2 1 2 B i - a n c l n b r . 1 2 4
4 1 2 F o x
3 5 Brooks-
give, and determined Coast Scully kept the Tr in score up. Brooks made a free throw, but 1 stop off- a t Schenectady to play p"chnKn s 2 34-Scully1
Guard club, 71-66. [ Captain Tansill called t i m e ' a mild freeze by t he CarJets al- Union. . - ' • " . \Leggett 6
It was a seesaw battle all *the|witla s e V e n minutes remaining {lowed Thompson to b r e a k ; .Rochester reportedly has a
Wav With Coast Guard picking!'11 t l l e Same, t he tape on • his | through for an easy layup to in:!powerhouse this year, which
up" a few baskets in the last ankle cutting into -the skin. | sure his team the victory. i means the Bantams must step
23.1fort Wthe'Bantams was able'nine point advantage, but the:mates compile a
to r^uce tfil margin. After'Bantams fought back to within}percentage. Tamil and
tenmmutes of the half the lead two. In the final h a U - m i n u t e ^ ^ g ^ J ^ e d t o
two minutes to put the game Coast Guard, leading by onei Norman led the Bantams'up their shooting in order to
on ice. Coast Guard lifted i ts |P°m t . put a "hatchet man" into j with 20, his first such output'keep pace. The rebounding has
season record to 6-9, thus [the game who was able to stop,since his 38 point eftort against been greatly improved the last
avenging a Bantam win in i the Bantams' outside shooting.
Hartford earlier in the season. JMeanvvhile Bob Pochman h
Trinity slipped to a 2-11 mark. Iran his team's margin to 65-
Williams." Brooks, Scully, and few games, but .the Bantams
4 16 Norman
.0 2 Waggett








was reduced to 21-17 and with
11 seconds to go Jim Fox put
Trinity ahead1 for the first time,
Corriveau dropped in "two free;these chores, shot poorly a*
throws to ice the game. i Ban tarns tried io operate
In spite of losing, however, out their
Totals 28 15 71 Totals 24 IS 66
45-43, CoastScore at half t ine:
uard:
WORCESTER, Feb. 14—Trin- quick baskets.
high scorer.
this was one of the finer ef-: man's, 20 point average
Bantams Held a 45-40 forts made by the Bantams, dwindled considerably in
the nine-minute mark They held down the best Clark last lew weeks. ̂
ity's Bantams dropped,
ninth game in a ' ro>y
Coast Guard started off a Disputed Bucket
ad Fox all hit double figure's, with | will have, to improve in shoot- speedy Clark five tonight, drop- j small-college players,
i-60. Fox coming down with 11 re- ing and ball handling. Their1 ping-their record 2-10,, a three point average.
lead . . . . . . . .
when Corriveau put his team in:squad in two decades and one:
the lead, 46-45, with/a few'of the.highest scoring teams in,'
; iNew England and showed evi- j
the na- dtence of playing together as a
among team. . • . I
with a 25 Scoring star John Norman '
sat on the sidelines for most'of if *(
their i •Corriveau. is one of
to- a tion!s' top 20 scorers
j unexplained reason Norman
first half scoring spree in thej At the two minute mark" Nbr-
- opening minutes but g o p d j man drove through a cluster of'
board work enabled the Ban-jCoasties. One official claimed
tams to tie the score at five]he had been traveling, while
apiece. The Coasties maintained! the other called1 a hacking foul •
a small lead1 until Jim Fox's ion the success shot For some
foul shot made it 24-24.
Seesaw
The lead switched hands sev-
eral times as Brian Brooks
started moving the team. In
seven minutes the teams had
amassed 19 points apiece as
John Norman sank a jumper
to deadlock matters at 43-43
with a few seconds left in the
half. But Bruce Thompson of
Coast Guard! put in a shot at
the buzzer to give the. home
team a two-point lead as the
teams retired at intermission.
bounds, most of them off the
defensive board.
Busy Week Ahead
Trinity plays three games!
percentage tonight j year low. Clark, picking up itsshooting
was 33 percent, while their op-
position hit a 40 percent clip.
Touch of Humor
next week, two" of them on thei The officiating in tonight's «<tge ,out Jay McWilliams
tenth win- in 12 contests, came
•Sack from a five, point .deficit
rnidway in the second "half' to
SAVE MONEY
with these low itudcnt
The pace slowed down con-
siderably in the second half as
THE TIE CENTER
93 Pratt Street




road. Tuesday the Bantams
play host to the" Wesleyan Car-
dinals. McWilliams' quintet
was awarded the shot, thus cut-'hoping to avenge an earlier 79-
Swimmers Lose, 53-42;
Relay Event Decisive
AMHERST, FEB 15 —A tri- umphs. He. was clocked for the
umphant freestyle relay tegjn
gave the Amherst .Mermen a
clutch victory over the Varsity
Bantams today, 53-42. Sopho-
more Dave Raymond starred in
defeat by resetting his individ-
ual medley record.
Trinity sufka-ed its fifth
defeat though theystraight
220 yard course in 2:22.4.
Records Fall
Neil Nichols and Jay Mc-
stayed close to the, Lord Jeffs 2:24.6 clocking;
Craeken placed second and
third respectively to Paine of
Amherst. in the 50 yard sprint.
Then, Raymond with his grace-
ful stroke broke his previously
held individual record with a
down, to the wire.
Anfherst won the medley
relay event to place t h e
Slaughtermen in a hole from
the beginning. Captain Jeff
Williams then captured the
first of his two distance tri-
CONNECTICUT PRINTERS INCORPORATED
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Case, Lockwood & Siainaid Letterpress Division
Kellogg & Bulkeley Lithographic Division .
Hartford Nations! Sank and Trust Co.
Eleven Convenient Branches in Greater Hartofrd




Trinity pulled into the lead
as Dick Sankey and Jim Mc-
Allister placed one-two in the
springboard contest. The visit-
ors edge was shortlived.
The Lord Jeffs captured the
first two places in the butter-
fly as Laux swam at 1:00.9 for
the hosts.
Paine put Amherst ahead to
stay as he tallied his second
win nudging out senior. Nichols
in the 100 yard freestyle. Ray-
mond and Williams gave the
Bantams five points apiece in
the next two events as they
both glided to, their second
wins of the afternoon.
After Frank Morse h a d
placed second in the 100. yard
breaststroke, the score stood
46-43 in the Lord Jeffs favor.
Each team needed the final re-
lay for victory. Displaying win-
ning form, Amherst nipped the
Bantams in this final contest
which gave them the triumph.
The Hill toppers travel to
Troy, New York, next Tuesday
where they tackle RPI in
hopes of getting back in the
win column.
game was muddled at'times.-forces, 70-66.
The two men in gray frequent-1 Duane Corriveau led the vic-
ly disagreed on calls. But thejtors With* 23 points, although
apex of confusion came in the {he converted'oil only. nine ,bas-
Clark proceeded 4o run up a the game, watching his team-
Crosby, Minot Spark
Pkir Of Freshman Wins
Feb. 18,— Trinity's fresh-play two away matches — one
man squash team, led by
last few minutes, when Trin's;kets out of 29 attempts from. Player Crosby and Bill Minot,
Brian Brooks was fouled. jthe iloor. Little (5'4'M • Roland
The referee ran over to theGauaette, who. .showed: a Trin-
scorers' table and informed';ity audience last. Winter that
height- d'oesn't mean every-
thing, chipped in 17. second-half
points in. the contest. : .
•• BoV Brahdenberger led the
visitors I again with 18 points,
them, that Coast Guard's No.
15 had committed the offense.
This was certainly news to
Dave Hastings of the Academy,
who had to look at his jersey
registered a 4-1 victory over
Trinity—Pawling Prep today
With this' win the Bantams
against Wesleyan on Wednes-
day and the /season finale at I
Williston • Prep on Saturday, j J
j
3.35 I





l | ° a
The frosh played both these;
teams earlier in the. season;
raised their season's record to'and defeated them both, but.
twice to make sure that he was (While. Captain • Doug Tansill
a creditable 3-3 mark and off-
set a loss to the Amherst
frosh earlier in the week.
Player ' Crosby started the
frosh out on the right. foot by
wearing number 15 —. .under tossed in 16 and cleared 19 re- defeatmg Paul Carber in^four
his warmup jacket as he sat on
the bench. • .
Finally the confused1 official]
bounds, in the game.
. ,. Fast.Start
Clark raced away to 13-3
found someone else to pin it on, Head! early in the game, and
despite protests from the Coast i only a determined defensive ei-
Freshman Mermen Drubbed Twice;
HotchMss' Quinn Spectacular
FEB. 17 — The Freshman
swimming team suffered two
set backs this week as they
were beaten first by Mourn
Hermon 51-35 and they by
Hotchkiss 57-29.
John Burton continued his
fine swimming in the Mount-
liermon meet by winning tne
100 butterfly and freestyle
events. He set a new Frosh
standard of 1:03.7 in the 100
butterfly.
Bob Hevner and Ian Smitn
both looked, good as Hevner
won the 50 freestyle while
Smith took first in the indivi-
dual medley and second in the
breaststroke. Bill Niles man-
aged to come through with1 a
second in diving.
Hotchkiss Tough .
The Hotchkiss team on Wed-
nesday was too much for the
Freshmen. They could only
take three first places in the
individual events^ Once again
IM SCENE
John Burton was a double win-
ner taking firsts in the 100
butterfly arid 200' indiviSual
m e d l e y . • • - , . . . " . ' .
Ian Smith accounted for the
other Trinity first as he swam
a beautiful 100-yard breast-
stroke in which. none of the
swimmers In the- first three
places were ^ o r e than a se-
cond apart.
: Quinn of Hotchkiss provided
some spectacular swimming1
for the sparse home crowd.
Having. just recently;; set" the
national prep -school^50-yard
freestyle mark, he broke both
the Association and Trow-
bridge Pool records in.the 200
freestyle with'a winning time
of 1:5S.2. On the Hotchkiss
winning freestyle relay Quinn
swam a 23.0 50-yard freestyle
split. . ,
games followed by Bill Minot,
the non-regulation Williston I
courts with poor flooring may;j
handicap the Bantams. I
Amherst Summary — Cros-
by (T) beat Moon (AV: 13-16,
16-13, 16-13, 13-16, 1S-17; Min-,
ot (T) beat Ziegler (A): 15-12,i
Smith (TP)!1
15-11, 10-15,!!
who. quickly -disposed of his j 4-15, 18-17, 17-18, 15-6; Shaw
Trinity-Pawling opponent in ('A) beat Gilson (T): 15-6, 15:
three games. Chris Gilson was 8, 15-9; Frank (A) beat Twin-:
unable to continue the streak! ing (T-: 10-15, 15-11, 15-12, 8-
and lost in four games to Jim! 15. 15-12; Sweeney (A) beat
Smith. Ned Twining clinched
the victory for Trinity by de-
feating' Leo Cutler in a bril-
liantly played five game match,
and Al Williams easily beat
Shelly in three fast sets to
complete the tally.
On' February 8 the frosh
playaa host to an extremely
strong Choate Prep squad and
lost 7-0. Choate, one oi the
powerhouses of New England
interseholastic athletics, was
led by Bob Hechsher,- runner-
up in the National Junior
Squash Racquets Tournament.
The very adept and experienc-
ed Choate team proved too
much for the Dath yearlings.
.:'"•• XoSc to Amherst r
The frosh went down to their
third: straight defeat by losing i
to Amherst frosh 5̂ 2 last Wed:!
nesday.^ Once'i'; again -Playerj
Crosby .and Bill Minot putj
Trinity; in the lead, but this!
time the Bantams were unable j
to. hold it as Amherst roared
back to take the next live
matches. '
This week the freshriien will
Williams (TO: 17-18, 15-7. 15-9,1
15-6; Gardiner (A) beat Krone;
(T): 15-9, 15-9, 16-18, 15-7;:
Mason (A) beat Brainard (T):j
15-11, 15-12, 15-10. I
Trinity - Pawling Summary j.
Crosby (T) beat Cartier ITP):[
15-11, 17-18, 15-11, 15-11;-: Min-i
ot (T) beat Peoples. (TP): 15-1
10, 15-10, 15-8;
beat Gilson (T):
15-11, 15-12; Twining (T) beatj
Cutler (TP): 7-15, 15-12. 18-15,!
7-15, 18-16: Williams (T) beatj
Shelly (TP): 15-5, 15-6, 15-10. j
) iirchit, Jr'orum




(i vr. 4 eggheads)
) Downbeat
(1 yr, res. S"> . .
) Kstiuire (b mos.? .
) Jr'orbes
(1 yr. res. 7.50) .
(1 j r . rcg. SJO) , .
) <>iamo)ir (10 m<MU>
i Graphis
U yr. r«g St.5> . .
} Harper's -Vonthlj
<1 yr. Tex. Sb)
).Hi-Fi Stereo Renew
(1 yr. reg. S5) . . . .
) Holiday U3 raiis.) .
)-Ladies' Home Journal
(22 mo>.) . . . 3.S1! I
) Life (1 yr. res. S5.95) 4,to '
»-Life C-JI «k<J - . . l.*L|
) Look (1 yr. res. $*> . 2.«« I
) Mademoiselle |
(1 yr. rejr. Si> . . . . . X.ifl
) 3roCa?l's '-S mos.) ,. S.Ofl | .
) The Nation , I
<1 yr. resr. SR) . . . . « , 6.M ' •
) Xeiv KepnbliP t
11 .vr. rex. SS) . . . . . IM>* I
) » w Yorker (8 nifls.) ZM |
> Npwsiveek ill nks.> t.."0
) Playboy (1 j r rer. SB) 5.00 I
) Realties i I








(S mos new ) . . .
• ( ) Ttedbook II u . ) .
{ ) The Kcjorter
(1 yr. resr. Sfll . . .
( ) Sat. TSveninjs Tost
(39 wks.)
( ) Saturday Ke\ lew
(1 yr. res STI
"< . ) Soientifie American
n yr.) . . «.»•
C ) S'"i MaEarine '1 vpt) 3.M
it( ) Snorf* illustrated
(23 wk«.) •. • I.t7
* ( ) Time <?.". ̂ ks.1 . 1.11
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Class of
L J
,You can't overdo a good
thing. So be sure that you
have plenty of the brew
that gives you first beer
pleasure every beer
through. Always make it
Schaefer all around.
FES. IS — As intramural
basketball heads into its final
week, two undefeated teams
have taken over the leadership
of their respective leagues.
In the American League, Al-
pha Delt Phi, boasting a per-
fect 6-0 record, holds a 1 game
edge over the high-scoring
jBrownell Club which annihilat-
ed1 St. Anthony's quintet 93-16
last week.
Undefeated Alpha Chi Rho
gained sole possession of first
place in the National League
by besting previously unbeaten
Sigma Nu in a crucial game
this week. Although Sigma
Nu's Tom Halloran was high
scorer in the game with 15
points, Kerry Fitzpatric with
13, John Pitcairn with 12, and
Mike Schulenberg with 9 points
put the win into the'Crow col-
umn.
Sigma Nu and the Bantams
are tied for" second place in the
National League, each having
lost one game.
The upset of the week was
scored by the Faculty-Adminis-
tration team which defeated
league leading Alpha Chi. Rho
52-45 in a non-league game.
Freshman basketball c o a c h
Robert Shults set a fine ex-



































The final week's schedule is
as follows; . ;.
Monday, Feb. 20






PKA vs. DKE •








Psi U vs. NEDS







Jaguars vs. Psi U.
DKE vs. Jarvis






games do not count in regular
intramural league competition,
have compiled a commendable
5-2 record.
These are the current basket-
ball standings as the teams
head into their final week of
competition:
American League
This week's intramural squash




Psi U vs. NEDS

















THE ft. & M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO., MEW YORK and ALBANY, N.Y;
CHAR-BROILED STEAKS
$1.75
* • * • • * •
MUSIC BY THE
STARL1TES OF SPKINGMELB
Every Thurs., Fri. and Sat. Nite
•• • • , • . • *
CHARLES RESTAURANT
52 Park St. Hartford
Get these twelve great original recordings—in one
12" LP album—for M l and ten empty Lucky Strike packs!
Custom-pressed by, Columbia for Lucky Stnke-an album of unforgettable hits!
Look at this album. Imagine th«« 12 great artists, great
lits together on one record! Hare »r* th« original record- •
ngs—-magnificently reproduced by Columbia Record Pro-
ductions ($3.9S value). N«v»f bwfer* h«v« aU these great
artists been brought together in CMM attmm! Never b«-
ors have you been abte to buy tt»s» great hits at such a
largain price1. To get your aVbwm, WVm and mail the
.hipping label at right with $1.00 and \vn empty Lucky
strike packs to "Remember How Great,". P. 0. Box 3600,
SpringPark, Minnesota.
REMEMBER HOW GREAT C i a A R I T T S S
USED TO TASTE? MiCKIES STILL DO
»TMS AMEKiCAN YOBACCO CO,
Rsmovo csllophanB-oD'n
pasks iop and bottom-re-
move inner foil wrap- tear
packs down side, flatten
and mail with Jl.Ofl a n d
sluPDig libel
'To get "Ramember How Great" aibum, eacioss and mail $1.00 »!») IB
maty Lucky Strike pacRs. fojefter with filled-in shipping label, Pieast
print clearly. Orders received after May 31, IS5I. will not be IttsnorPd If
sending rteck or money order, make payable to "Remember How Great."
SHIPPING LABEL
"Remember How Great"





KIMNT YOUR NAME HEKE1
CITY. .ZOHE-.
r arvjd oi'v -,n U. S A.
